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Biodiversity loss—one of the most prominent forms of modern environmental change—has been heavily driven by terrestrial habitat loss and, in particular, the spread and intensification of agriculture. Expanding agricultural land-use has led to the search for strong conservation strategies, with some suggesting that biodiversity conservation in agriculture is best maximized by reducing local management intensity, such as fertilizer and pesticide application. Others highlight the importance of landscape-level approaches that incorporate natural or semi-natural areas in landscapes surrounding farms. Here, we show that both of these practices are valuable to the conservation of biodiversity, and that either local or landscape factors can be most crucial to conservation planning depending on which types of organisms one wishes to save. We performed a quantitative review of 266 observations taken from 31 studies that compared the impacts of localized (within farm) management strategies and landscape complexity (around farms) on the richness and abundance of plant, invertebrate and vertebrate species in agro-ecosystems. While both factors significantly impacted species richness, the richness of sessile plants increased with less-intensive local management, but did not significantly respond to landscape complexity. By contrast, the richness of mobile vertebrates increased with landscape complexity, but did not significantly increase with less-intensive local management. Invertebrate richness and abundance responded to both factors. Our analyses point to clear differences in how various groups of organisms respond to differing scales of management, and suggest that preservation of multiple taxonomic groups will require multiple scales of conservation.

1. Introduction

One of society’s most pressing challenges is to slow the rate of global biodiversity loss and extinction [1–5]. There is now overwhelming evidence that the loss of species impacts the functioning of ecosystems [6] and that many services provided by species have important economic value [7,8]. Much conservation research has therefore focused on where biodiversity is being lost most rapidly and where the loss of biodiversity will have the most immediate consequences. Of the drivers of global biodiversity loss, the widespread conversion of land to monoculture crop production and the intensification of local agricultural practices, such as fertilizer and pesticide use, are considered to be among the most damaging to biodiversity [1,9–14]. In turn, the services that species provide related to pest control, pollination and nutrient cycling that benefit agricultural production and sustainability could be compromised [10]. With ever-increasing global demands for agricultural production of food and fuel, additional stresses...
on species in and surrounding agricultural land are inevitable [1,15]. As such, conserving the biodiversity that lives in agricultural lands has become a major focus of much conservation policy.

But how to best conserve biodiversity in agricultural fields remains a major challenge. Programmes in numerous countries have attempted to reduce the severity of agriculture’s negative influence on biodiversity by paying farmers to reduce management intensity through reduced pesticide inputs, synthetic fertilizer inputs or by converting farms to organic practices [12,16–19]. Several syntheses suggest that reduction in local management intensity does conserve biodiversity [12,16], but other empirical research has failed to support these claims [17,20,21]. Proponents of meta-population and meta-community theory are quick to point out that reduced intensity of one small farm may do little to conserve species with large range sizes or species that require adjoining subpopulations in the surrounding landscape [10,22]. Furthermore, reduced intensity may provide little benefit if a farm is surrounded by a landscape of high-input intensive farming, because poor species pools in the desolate landscapes may limit the colonization of the wildlife friendly farm [10,23]. Some propose that agriculture’s larger scale effects, the homogenization of entire landscapes [24], may be the primary factor driving biodiversity loss [10,23,25,26]. In order to conserve biodiversity in agriculture, we may need to incorporate more natural and semi-natural habitats in areas surrounding farms and/or maintain high habitat diversity in agricultural landscapes [19,27–29].

Understanding how and which species respond to different scales of intensification will aid conservation strategies. Previous research suggests interactions between local and landscape strategies are important [10], but that not all taxonomic groups and not all types of agriculture consistently exhibit these patterns [29]. This implies that other mechanisms may also be at work. One hypothesis suggests that because species vary in many functional traits, such as mobility, range size, dispersal capability and sensitivity to agricultural activities, biodiversity in different taxonomic groups may respond to different scales of agricultural intensification [10,22]. For example, while some plants may have high seed-dispersal capability, they are all non-mobile organisms. Therefore, the application of herbicide within farms may largely eliminate many species from farmlands. Other organisms, such as mammals and birds, are capable of foraging across many habitats and over a large spatial area. These species may require landscape-level features to persist in farmlands. Although some empirical studies have supported this hypothesis [22,27], there is need for a quantitative synthesis of the published literature that simultaneously evaluates local- and landscape-level strategies for a broad range of taxonomic groups.

We performed a quantitative review to investigate the influence of local management intensification and landscape complexity on biodiversity in agriculture. We reviewed 31 field studies that provided 266 observations of species richness and abundance. Observations were defined as the within study measurement of species richness or abundance of plants, invertebrate or vertebrate animals taken across agro-ecosystems that varied simultaneously by low- versus high-local management intensities, and that varied in the surrounding landscape complexity. Low-intensity agro-ecosystems consisted of farms that were certified organic, had reduced chemical inputs or reduced planting and/or grazer densities when compared with high-intensity conventional agro-ecosystems. Landscape complexity was defined as the proportion of natural and semi-natural areas (non-crop lands) or the variety of different habitat types (measured as Shannon’s Diversity Index) in landscapes surrounding farms. We predicted that sessile organisms (e.g. plants) would be influenced more by local factors than by landscape complexity due to their low mobility that makes them susceptible to disturbances at small spatial scales. We predicted that more mobile organisms would be buffered against local management intensification and respond more to landscape complexity. As we show next, both local and landscape strategies are needed to promote plant, invertebrate and vertebrate biodiversity because different groups respond more consistently to different scales.

2. Material and methods

(a) Selection of studies

We conducted an ISI Web of Science literature search of studies that compared species richness and abundance in low- and high-intensity agricultural fields that were nested within a gradient of landscape complexity (last search 13 January 2012; electronic supplementary material, S1 text). In addition to our primary search, we also reviewed the reference sections of several recent reviews and meta-analyses [10,26,29] and we also encountered and obtained data from two studies [30,31] via data requests for other studies. In total, we reviewed 822 published studies. Inclusion of a study within our quantitative review was contingent on the following criteria: (i) the study must have collected empirical data on species richness within agriculture, (ii) the study must have compared categorically defined local-scale factors related to agricultural management intensity, and (iii) the study must have included variation in landscape-scale factors related to landscape complexity in each sampling site. These measurements must have been taken at a minimum scale of 1.96 ha (approx. 250 m radius surrounding the sampling site).

Of the 822 published studies reviewed, 44 fitted our criteria (33 from search, 11 from references). We were unable to obtain the data from nine studies. Some studies reported results from the same datasets; see references [32–36]. In the end, we obtained data from 31 studies [30–62]. We were unable to recover all data from some highly collaborative studies that spanned multiple countries and research groups because of data-sharing issues across the large-scale projects [34,35,61]. For richness, we obtained a total of 71 observations for local factors and 71 observations for landscape factors (from 31 studies). We obtained observations of abundance, activity abundance or per cent cover for a total of 63 observations for local factors and 63 observations for landscape factors (28 studies; see figure 2 for taxonomic group sample sizes). Two outliers were removed from the dataset for analysis of local management statistical models to improve the model fit and the normality of the data; for plant richness [35] and plant abundance [41]. The results of our analysis were not influenced by the inclusion or exclusion of these outliers.

(b) Local management factors

All local-scale management factors fell under a comparison of a low-intensive form of agricultural practice versus a high-intensive form of agricultural practice. Low-intensity agriculture consisted of certified organic practices, practices in compliance with an agri-environment scheme aimed to benefit the environment or biodiversity (i.e. the planting of flower strips in field margins [17]),
and extensified agriculture in which chemical inputs, plant densities or grazing densities were low. High-intensity farms had conventional management levels of chemical inputs and planting or grazing densities that were always greater than the low-intensity farms that they were compared against in each study. For each measurement of species richness or abundance \((y)\) within a study, we calculated the local management effect size on biodiversity as a log response ratio \(\text{LR}_M = \ln(y_H/y_L)\), where \(y_H\) is the mean of biodiversity in low-intensity farms and \(y_L\) is the mean of biodiversity in high-intensity farms. Log response ratios are unitless metrics that allow us to determine whether there is a proportional difference between mean levels of species richness in low- and high-intensity farms [63,64]. In studies from Sweden [32,46,56,57,59], study designs were such that low- and high-intensity farms were paired to control for variation in management type and location. Log response ratios compare unpaired means between low- and high-intensity farms; therefore, for these Swedish studies, the effect sizes calculated had less power than if we were able to maintain a paired design within our analysis.

(c) Landscape factors

Within each study, all sites also fell along a landscape complexity gradient. Both the diversity of habitat types and the per cent non-crop area are considered important components of landscape complexity across the literature sampled [10]. Thus, we defined the landscape factors per cent natural area, semi-natural area and woodlands as per cent non-crop area. We also defined the percentage of arable land, croplands, managed lands and agriculture as the per cent of non-crop area and assumed all measures of non-crop area correlated with landscape complexity. We also included the diversity of habitat types (measured as the Shannon’s Index) in the analysis even though it is measured on a different range of values (0 to \(\infty\)) than the percentage non-crop area. We excluded landscape measurements of mean field size, length of habitat boundaries, per cent grasslands and per cent intensive agricultural area because they do not intuitively correlate with landscape complexity. In one case, we included a measure of per cent grassland because authors stated clearly that it was strongly positively correlated with the diversity of habitat types [55]. If multiple landscape factors met our criteria within a study, we included the factor that best explained variation in richness or abundance.

To calculate effect sizes, we calculated correlation coefficients \((R)\) that related \(y\) (richness or abundance) to the measure of landscape complexity, and then standardized the coefficients to Fisher’s \(Z\) as: \(Z_r = 0.5 \times \ln(1 + R)/(1 - R)\) [63], where \(Z_r\) is Fisher’s \(Z\) and \(R\) is the correlation coefficient of \(y\) versus landscape complexity. Quantitative reviews comparing continuous variables often use \(R\) or Fisher’s \(Z\) as an effect size, because they are intuitively interpreted and they are standardized to take into account the original scales of different metrics [63].

(d) Analysis

We adjusted the analysis to consider non-independence within and between studies. To account for the fact that some studies had multiple observations, we created a block by study (random effect of study). For two studies that reported two sampling events per site [37,52], we averaged means before calculating local management \(\text{LR}_M\) and averaged landscape factor \(Z_r\) across the two time points. To account for the different cropping types reported, we considered cropping type within each study (cereal, mixed, vegetable/fruit and pasture/meadow). Observations also varied by geographical location and by research group (affiliation); therefore, we created a random effect of country to largely account for these effects. However, the country-random effect generally had a very small estimated variance, suggesting that it did not explain significant variance in effect sizes. The random effect of country also often resulted in problems related to over-fitting the model; therefore, we proceeded without this random factor within models. To account for the differences between landscape factors, we considered landscape factor type (percentage non-crop area or habitat diversity) and landscape factor scale that ranged from 250 to 5000 m radii surrounding site locations. Observations of richness and abundance within each taxonomic group did not always contain variation in the other fixed effects measured, therefore we were unable to include interactions between fixed effects in statistical models.

We performed general linear mixed models (GLMM) to determine whether mean local management (\(\text{LR}_M\)) and landscape \((Z_r)\) effect sizes differed from 0 and to compare the differences between taxonomic groups [65]. For all GLMMs, we performed type III F-tests of significance for main effects with maximum likelihood to estimate the fixed effect parameters and variance of the random effects. All models included the random effect of study. For the local management models, we used the response variable \(\text{LR}_M\) with taxonomic group and crop type as fixed effects. For landscape models, we used the response variable \(Z_r\) with taxonomic group, crop type, landscape factor type and landscape factor scale (covariate) as fixed effects. We performed model selection using likelihood ratio tests to exclude fixed effects that did not improve model fit [65]. We used the final GLMM models to estimate mean and 95% confidence intervals (CIs) of each effect size with the function \texttt{EMMEANS} in \texttt{SPSS} (20.0). Mean effect sizes that were significantly more positive or more negative than 0 were interpreted as significant at \(\alpha = 0.05\). In addition to unweighted effect sizes, we also ran analyses with effect sizes weighted by the inverse of the variance [64]. To determine whether publication bias had the potential to influence our results, we performed correlations between sample size and effect size and calculated fail-safe values (electronic supplementary material, S1 test and table S1). We present unweighted models because discrepancies between unweighted and weighted models were small (for description of weighted models, see the electronic supplementary material, table S2 and figure S1), and unweighted models allow observations with few large plots to have the same effect as observations with many small plots. We conducted all statistical analysis in \texttt{SPSS} (20.0).

3. Results

Our results consistently show that both local management and landscape complexity impact species richness (figure 1a and table 1). However, the importance of each factor differs among the three taxonomic groups examined (figure 2a). Overall, 52 out of 70 (74%) observations showed that low-intensity farms had more species than high-intensity farms (figure 1a). Mean overall richness, estimated across all organisms, was 40% higher in low-intensity relative to high-intensity farms (figure 1a). While plant and invertebrate richness was 92% and 21% higher in low-intensity relative to high-intensity farms, respectively, vertebrate richness did not differ significantly among local management types (figure 2a). Plant richness responded more strongly to local management intensification than did invertebrate (post hoc test, mean difference \((\pm\text{s.e.}) = 0.46 \pm 0.12, p = 0.001\)) and vertebrate richness \((0.48 \pm 0.16, p = 0.012\)). There was no difference in effect size between invertebrate and vertebrate richness \((0.02 \pm 0.14, p < 0.999)\).

Forty-seven out of 71 (66%) observations showed a positive relationship between landscape complexity and species richness within farms (figure 1a and table 1). The mean correlation between plant richness and landscape complexity was not significantly positive (figure 2c). By contrast, both
The crop types examined within studies also partially explained the differences in richness and abundance between low- and high-intensity farms (tables 1 and 2; electronic supplementary material, figure S2a,c). However, only one significant pairwise comparison was found between farming types; there was greater total abundance (all taxonomic groups pooled) in less-intensive relative to high-intensive farms in cereal cropping systems compared to pasture/meadow systems (post hoc test, mean difference (± s.e.) = 0.5 ± 0.2, p = 0.024; electronic supplementary material, figure S2b). All other pairwise comparisons of cropping types for abundance and richness were not statistically significant (electronic supplementary material, figure S2a–d). Landscape factor type (per cent non-crop habitat and habitat diversity) and landscape factor scale (250–5000 m radii) never significantly explained variation in local or landscape effect sizes for richness and abundance (tables 1 and 2).

4. Discussion

This is, to our knowledge, the first broad-scale meta-analysis to show that local and landscape conservation strategies in agriculture affect biodiversity of various taxonomic groups in different ways. Recent syntheses either concentrate on narrow taxonomic focus (e.g. arthropods; [28,66]) or solely evaluate the interactive effect of landscape complexity on local management and do not assess the actual landscape effects on biodiversity [29,67]. Our study advances these works by reviewing only those studies that simultaneously pair landscape effects with local management effects and also by evaluating broad taxonomic groups. Given this novel approach, we reveal that plant species more consistently respond to local factors than landscape factors, and vertebrate species more consistently respond to landscape factors than local factors.

Plant richness was more affected by local management intensification than was invertebrate and vertebrate richness (figure 2a). The strong decline in plant richness in intensively managed farms is probably the by-product of agricultural practices designed to eliminate the abundance of weedy crop competitors. Herbicide application, synthetic fertilization of crop plants and tilling can have direct or indirect negative effects on plant diversity within agricultural systems [10,62]. Though the reductions in arable ‘weedy’ plant diversity may seem insignificant to conservation agendas, many of these ‘weedy’ species are categorized as threatened on the International Union for Conservation of Nature red list (e.g. 38% of arable plants in Germany are red listed species [10]). Thus, the importance of this finding should not be negated. What is, perhaps, more surprising is that there was no significant, positive correlation between plant biodiversity and landscape complexity. Increased landscape complexity may promote plant diversity within farms through seed rain from neighbouring non-crop habitats [62], but if local management within farms is frequent and intensive, those seeds may never reach vegetative states. It is also important to consider that the value of the mean correlation between plant richness and landscape complexity was not significantly different from the richness of invertebrates and vertebrates; however, invertebrates had three times more observations

![Figure 1. Scatterplots of estimated marginal means and 95% CI (black points) of local management (LR_M) and landscape complexity (Z_L) effect sizes for richness (n = 70 observations, 31 studies) (a) and abundance (b) (n = 62 observations, 28 studies). Outliers were removed from local management analysis, but remained in the landscape complexity analysis (triangular points). Summary statistics of the GLMM used to estimate marginal means and 95% CIs are available in table 1 for richness and table 2 for abundance. (Online version in colour.)](image-url)
than did plants. For plants, a larger sample size may reduce the variance around the mean of the plant effect size and could reveal significant response to landscape factors.

Another goal of intensification is to eliminate arthropod pests. Intentional spraying for arthropod pests might help explain lower species richness and abundance of invertebrates in more intensive farms, as pesticides have both intentional and non-intentional consequences on biological communities. Our results appear to reflect largely non-intentional negative consequences of intensification. Roughly, 77% (37 out of 44) of the observations of invertebrate biodiversity included in our analyses consisted of groups, such as bees, spiders and carabid beetles, all of which are not generally considered crop pests. In fact, these groups are often associated with important pollination and natural pest control services [10,26,28]. Thus, our results suggest that the losses of species in agricultural plots owing to local management and landscape-level intensification are very often associated with the loss of beneficial invertebrate diversity.

Figure 2. Estimated marginal means and 95% CI of plant, invertebrate and vertebrate (from left to right) effect sizes for local management (LRₘ) for richness (a) and abundance (b), and landscape complexity (Zₗ) effect sizes for richness (c) and abundance (d). Summary statistics of the GLMM used to estimate marginal means and 95% CIs are available in table 1 for richness and table 2 for abundance. (Online version in colour.)

Table 1. Statistical models for local management and landscape complexity effect sizes on species richness. (For both models, a random effect of study was included. Statistical models were used to estimate mean and 95% CI of effect sizes for overall responses (figure 1a) and taxonomic groups (figure 2a,c).)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>d.f.</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>local management LRₘ richness</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>intercept</td>
<td>1,49</td>
<td>25.8 &lt; 0.001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>taxonomic group</td>
<td>2,65</td>
<td>8.0 0.001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>crop type</td>
<td>3,39</td>
<td>3.2 0.035</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>landscape Zₗ richness</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>intercept</td>
<td>1,33</td>
<td>10.4 0.003</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>taxonomic group</td>
<td>2,56</td>
<td>0.1 0.874</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>crop type</td>
<td>3,34</td>
<td>2.3 0.098</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*a.d.f. = numerator, denominator.*

Table 2. Statistical models for local management and landscape complexity effect sizes on total abundance. (For both models, a random effect of study was included. Statistical models were used to estimate mean and 95% CI of effect sizes for overall responses (figure 1b) and taxonomic groups (figure 2b,d.).)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>d.f.</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>local management LRₘ abundance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>intercept</td>
<td>1,30</td>
<td>6.1 0.020</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>taxonomic group</td>
<td>2,55</td>
<td>0.3 0.756</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>crop type</td>
<td>3,24</td>
<td>3.2 0.043</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>landscape Zₗ abundance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>intercept</td>
<td>1,63</td>
<td>5.1 0.027</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>taxonomic group</td>
<td>2,63</td>
<td>0.3 0.722</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>crop type</td>
<td>3,63</td>
<td>2.3 0.088</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*a.d.f. = numerator, denominator.*
High mobility allows them to experience the landscape at a larger scale and capture resources across larger areas in habitats outside of crop fields [10]. Greater mobility, in turn, has the potential to buffer these species from small-scale changes in local management [10]. However, a lack of statistical power might also explain the response of vertebrates. It should be noted that the magnitude of the response of vertebrate richness to local management intensification was no different than that of invertebrates, but the sample size of invertebrates was five times as large (figure 2a). A larger sample size may reduce the variance around the mean of the vertebrate effect size and reveal a significant response to local management factors.

The abundance analysis provides insights into the response of biodiversity to local and landscape conservation strategies. For invertebrates, higher levels of both richness and abundance in systems that are farmed less intensively, or that are surrounded by more complex habitats, suggests increases in richness could be driven by an increase in the overall abundance of invertebrates, as it is well known that the discovery of species is proportional to the number of individuals sampled [68]. By contrast, the abundance of plants and vertebrates did not vary with local or landscape factors, which suggests that higher levels of richness was independent of any impacts of factors on population sizes for these two groups. However, the non-significant responses of plants and vertebrates may also be owing to smaller sample sizes.

Although this study reveals clear patterns relating the local- and landscape-level effects on biodiversity, the literature included in our review does have several limitations that should be kept in mind. While many important metrics of biodiversity are well described, including functional diversity, phylogenetic diversity, evenness and other metrics of diversity, the body of literature describing local and landscape strategies for conservation in agriculture focuses on species richness and abundance. For that reason, our analysis was limited to richness and abundance. Vertebrates are poorly represented relative to other types of organisms in our dataset and most of the studies reviewed come from agro-ecosystems in Europe and the USA. We did find that our conclusions are relatively robust to select data deficiencies and the potential of publication bias, issues that are always a limitation of data syntheses (electronic supplementary material, S1 text and table S1). Despite these limitations, the data presently available clearly show that both local management and landscape-scale strategies are important to conserving biodiversity in agriculture, as each scale influences a different set of species.

Our findings have major implications for conservation policies in agricultural landscapes. Policy strategies for conserving biodiversity in agriculture have historically focused on changing local management practices [17,18]. While these efforts are most certainly helpful for conserving certain groups of organisms, policy-makers and practitioners need to consider a broader agenda that focuses on both local and landscape strategies. Our results suggest continuing strategies that reduce the intensity of local farming practices will promote some taxonomic groups. At the same time, careful regional planning is also needed to conserve high-quality habitats that maintain heterogeneity in agricultural landscapes. As has been echoed by many other researchers, the best first steps may be to conserve existing complex agricultural landscapes and implementing changes to local management practices in regions with little remaining wild lands [10,18,25,27,28]. Developing conservation plans at large spatial areas may present major challenges for future policy-makers owing to the difficulty in coordinating multiple land ownerships within the same landscape [22]. Integrating multiple scales of conservation may also maximize the crop pollination, natural pest control and nutrient cycling services that are facilitated by biodiversity [10,11,26,28]. However, further analysis of multi-scale conservation is needed to evaluate the links between minimizing the multi-scale impacts of the agricultural industry on biodiversity and maximizing nature’s services to that industry.
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